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Certified by the International Code

Council, Dixie micro-piles require no

mass excavations or spoil removal. Using

lightweight hand-held equipment, all work

is generally undertaken externally and

produces extremely low levels of noise

and vibration. Consequently, disruption to

the building and its occupants, who

normally remain in residence, is minimal.

Following detailed investigations,

appropriate repairs are designed based

on the damage, the weight of the

individual property and the local ground

conditions. Dixie micro-piles are

‘screwed’ into the ground until they reach

the load bearing strata and then, with the

head bracket positioned beneath the

foundations, are able to fully support the

affected area of the building and prevent

further settlement. Each pile is jacked up

to achieve the required loading and its

performance can be tested during

installation. 

When combined with Helifix masonry

repair products, the above ground

structure is reliably repaired, reinforced

and secured with all repairs being fully

concealed.

Backed by considerable

structural engineering

experience and expertise,

Helifix Dixie micro-piles

provide a technically

advanced solution to the

problems of subsidence and

foundation settlement. These

innovatively designed pipe

piles offer a far more cost-

effective and non-disruptive

means of stabilisation than

traditional methods of major

piling or mass underpinning.
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Dixie Micro-piles

Helifix Dixie pipe piles provide structural

support to a building’s foundations

following subsidence.  They deliver

efficient, economical and non-disruptive

stabilisation and prevent any further

structural settlement.  

Dixie micro-piles are ideal for use in

situations where there is restricted

access, limited headroom or where

speed, vibration, noise, contaminated

ground or spoil removal are concerns.

Furthermore, they cause minimal

disturbance to the occupants who are

normally able to remain in their property

while work is carried out.

This technically innovative micro-pile

system conforms to AC358, the

International Standard for helical

foundation underpinning systems. It has

an advanced head bracket that provides

a reliable ‘seat’ for the existing

foundation.  The bracket can also be

‘jacked’ off the pile to lift the building

slightly to test the pile and ensure that

the building’s weight has been

transferred to the piles. Features and Advantages
• Fully engineered solution

• International Code Council (ICC) certified system

• Conforms to AC358, the International Standard for helical foundation
underpinning systems

• Ideal for situations with restricted access

• Screws into virtually any soil type

• Normally only a single pile needs to be installed, on just one side of the wall,
at each location

• Pipe piles provide increased resistance to buckling and high ultimate loads

• Independently verified ratings up to 240kN

• Square connections simplify engagement, accelerate installation speed and
alleviate shear pin issues

• Rapid contract times with minimal disruption/noise

• Excellent on-site quality control given by established torque versus capacity
relationship

• Each installed pile can be load tested

• Normally only hand-held equipment required

• No spoil removal or vibration

• Case histories available in a wide range of soil types and depths to 20 metres

• Combines with Helifix Helibeam superstructure stabilisation systems to
maximise pile centres

• Approved Installer network

Helical lead
section

Continuation
section

Helifix DIXIE Pipe Pile System

bracket
assembly
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Common causes of subsidence

• Clay soils shrink due to loss of

moisture.  As the soil reduces in

volume it no longer provides support

for the foundations and subsidence

occurs

• Moisture loss can be caused by

evaporation during warm dry weather

or by extraction by trees and other

vegetation

• Volume reduction can be permanent

or temporary (e.g. seasonal)

• Soil beneath foundations can be

removed by ground water, resulting

in instability

• Granular soils are most at risk

• The most common causes of wash-

out are broken and leaking drains,

soak-aways formed too close to a

property and inadequate ground

water drainage on sloping sites

Moisture level reduction

30

40

50

Ground desiccation

Shrinkable Clay Soils

• Soil consolidation under the additional

weight of a new structure can take a

number of years to complete

• Different soils across a site can lead to

different rates of settlement, causing

differential movement

Settlement
and Differential
Movement

Wash-out

foundation on
firm ground

broken drain –
ground washed away

Soft

VOId Wash-out of soil
supporting foundation

Differential foundation movement at the corner of a building due to shallow

foundations and clay subsoil
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Cracks will occur at the first point of
weakness usually at door or window

openings or at the junction between the
light and heavy structures

foundation movement caused by light strip
foundations attached to main building

Garage attached to
main building• Shallow foundations on extensions

are more affected by seasonal

moisture changes than the main

property causing differential

movement

• Every building has its own pattern of

loading and different parts may settle

by varying amounts due to variations

in foundation loading and the

properties of the underlying soil

• Internal alterations, enlarged openings

or change of use can apply additional

loads which are greater than the safe

bearing capacity of the soil

• Concentrated load damage generally

occurs in properties of four or more

storeys where load transfer into

narrow piers leads to long-term

differential settlement

Shallow Foundations

Concentrated Loading

Example of concentrated loading.

Settlement in the centre of a wall with

ends stable.  Heavy loads from the first

floor, roof and walls are transferred to a

narrow pier of brickwork causing cracks in

the wall and differential settlement

Common crack patterns associated with

subsidence 

Subsidence cracking on the wall of a garage

built on made ground

first floor

Ground floor

General
line of

fracturing

Position of maximum
subsidence

Narrow

Wide

Cracks
continue
round
openings

Subsidence cracking on the wall of a garage

built on made ground

Common crack patterns

associated with subsidence 

Shallow foundations
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Helifix in-house engineers assess each

situation thoroughly to determine the full

extent and causes of the subsidence.

Following detailed investigations,

appropriate repairs are designed based

on the damage, the weight of the

individual property and the local ground

conditions.

• Design of a helical pile solution

requires a detailed soil investigation,

the results of which are entered into

sophisticated design software and

used to calculate soil strength

parameters, pile depths, bearing

capacities and installation torque. Soil

conditions and building loads are also

used to determine pile spacings

• Predicted pile performance can be

verified at the time of installation as

the bearing capacity of helical anchors

correlates with the torque recorded

during installation

• Extensive testing has proven that

correlation of installation torque

provides consistently accurate

indications of the soil shear capacity

and pile bearing capacity

• Piles are designed as end bearing.

Ultimate bearing capacity is achieved

by accumulative bearing beneath each

helical flight. Helical micro-piles can

achieve ultimate bearing capacities of

circa 267kN, depending upon soil

conditions

• The pile is installed at 3°- 5° from the

vertical. The application has been

comprehensively tested in bending

and is backed by the International

Code Council, meaning that normally

only one pile is required to support

the wall at each location.  These are

usually installed externally so

disruption to the property and its

occupants is kept to a minimum

Designed repairs
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Where subsidence has occurred it

invariably causes damage to the building

superstructure, requiring structural

repairs to be carried out to rectify the

faults.  Virtually all such problems can be

overcome by using a combination of

Helifix’s versatile and adaptable stainless

steel ties, fixings and masonry

reinforcement systems.  These fully

proven and widely used products use

specially developed installation

techniques to provide cost-effective,

non-disruptive, totally concealed

solutions that restore full structural

integrity.

The Helibeam System is the basis of

many applications. It uses pairs of

stainless steel HeliBars, bonded into

channelled-out mortar beds at

predetermined spacings, to form deep

masonry beams using the existing brick

or stonework.  When used in

combination with Dixie micro-piles, the

Helibeam System allows pile spacings to

be maximised by spreading the structural

load.  The HeliBars combine great axial

strength with flexibility, enabling them to

follow irregular mortar beds and be bent

around corners while accommodating

normal building movement. 

Other special purpose ties and fixings

are used in conjunction with the

Superstructure repairs

Helibeam System to stitch cracks,

reinstate failed lintels, stabilise bowed

walls, reconnect internal and external

walls and replace failed wall ties. Helifix

provides a full range of aesthetic and

sustainable repair solutions that restore

the building structure without visually

altering its appearance. 

Creating deep masonry beams

Reinstating arch lintels

Stabilising
bowed walls

Crack stitching

Reconnecting internal
and external walls
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Fully trained contractors, belonging to

the nationwide network of Helifix

Approved Installers, supply and install

the Dixie micro-pile system. All pile

sections are easily transported on to

site by hand.

Installation equipment consists of a

portable hydraulic drive head with

extendable stabilising arm and a hydraulic

compressor. The small, portable

equipment is ideal for confined areas or

where access is limited.

The drive head may be hand held or

machine mounted to suit access

and installation can usually be carried

out by a two or three man team with

noise and disruption being kept to a

minimum.

1. Minimal excavations are dug to the

foot of the foundations at

predetermined spacings. The limited

amount of spoil created alleviates

environmental issues, particularly if

the soil is contaminated.

2. A notch is cut in the footings to

enable the pile’s underpinning bracket

to be located adjacent to the building

wall to minimise the eccentric loading.

3. The helical pile is ‘screwed’ deep into

the stable subsoil, using a lightweight

hydraulic drive head, until the

specified torque is achieved. This

determines the pile’s load bearing

capacity. Dixie piles are typically

installed at an angle of 3 – 5 degrees

from the vertical to ensure the

helicies are centrally under the wall

or foundation. This assists in limiting

bending forces on the pile shaft. Once

the helicies have cleared the

structure the lead section can be

positioned to the required angle. 

4. As installation progresses the torque

required to drive the pile is recorded.

Torque readings can be accurately

correlated to the soil shear strength

and the end bearing capacity of the

pile. When target torque (bearing

capacity) is reached, driving is

stopped and the pile is cut off

approximately 250mm above the

bottom of the existing foundation.

5. Adjustable ‘L’ shaped support

brackets are fitted to the top of the

shaft and placed under the

foundations.

6. The brackets are jacked up until the

structure’s load is applied to the pile.

Further subsidence is avoided with the

building weight being fully supported

by the piles.

7. Once the pile installation is complete,

the excavations are refilled with soil

and the surface made good, fully

concealing the Dixie micro-piles.

Installation

Scan here to watch the installation
video for Helifix Dixie Micro-piles
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• A Lead section which features two

or three helicies.  The lead section

accepts continuation sections which

have square shaped couplings

• Continuation sections are added to

produce sufficient depth of pile to

reach the load bearing strata

Continuation sections are plain middle

sections and the number used depends

on the individual situation.  Additional

sections are joined together with the

final one being cut to length to accept

the bracket

• A Bracket assembly

Dixie micro-piles are typically 4-5 metres in overall length comprising:

Technical specification

System Components

Helical Pile bearing capacity
The load bearing capacity of a helical pile is dependent on:

Helical piles should be installed to a

depth based on soil investigations to

ensure the best load bearing capacity.

The soil behaviour mechanism is

assumed to follow the theory that the

overall capacity of the helical pile is equal

to the sum of the capacity of the

individual plates. Any friction

contribution along the central shaft is

generally ignored. The helical plates are

spaced far enough apart to avoid

overlapping of individual “pressure bulbs”

to obtain best performance.

a. The strength of the soil – evaluated using standard techniques

b. The projected area of the helical plates – plate surface area and number

c. Depth of the plates below ground level

Soil Surface

Qult

D
5D
minimum
depth

Total capacity equal to
sum of individual plate
bearing capacities

Capacity
contribution
from shaft
friction = 0

Plate spacing
≥ 3D

Qult = Ah ( cNc + q’Nq + 0.5�’BN� )

Where:

               Qult – ultimate capacity of the soil, kN

                 Ah – projected plate area, m2

                   c – soil cohesion, kN/m2

                  q’ – effective overburden pressure, kN/m2

                  B – footing width (base width), m

                 �’ – effective unit weight of the soil, kN/m3

Nc, Nq & N� – bearing capacity factors

The following is Terzaghi’s general

bearing capacity equation to determine

the ultimate capacity of the soil.

Safety factor 

Once the ultimate capacity of the helical

pile has been determined an appropriate

safety factor must be applied, generally a

minimum of 2, to give an acceptable

working capacity.

Pile spacing

Having determined the capacity of the

helical pile, it is recommended that the

centre-to-centre spacing between

adjacent piles be no less than five times

the diameter of the largest plate.

bracket
Assembly

Continuation
Section

Continuation
Section

Lead
Section
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Case studies

Social housing in
Lancashire

A rapid, economical and non-disruptive

solution was required when progressive

subsidence was identified at 19 housing

association properties in Stockport. 

Built in the 1970s, these two storey

terraced properties each have a single

storey porch and bin store connected to

the front elevation. Suspected to have

been added at a later date, they had

been constructed on lightweight

concrete slabs that sat directly onto 3

metres of ‘made’ ground without any

suitable form of foundation.  As a result

the porches were subsiding, which was

causing them to rotate and separate

from the main structure of the houses.

Helifix micro-piles were specified by the

client as the most suitable system to

stabilise the porches with minimal

disruption to the tenants.

• Ground investigation of the site had

shown that there was a load bearing

strata at approximately 4 metres

beneath the made ground

• A small hole was dug to expose each

corner of the slab before the mini-

piles were driven into the ground

down to the supporting bedrock. Four

piles per porch were installed

Client:

Stockport Homes

Location:

Albion Close & Burton Walk, Stockport

Approved Installers: 

Specialist UK Restorations

The Hel i f i x
solut ion • Special porch brackets were fitted to

the piles, inserted under the slabs and

jacked up to take the design load of

70kN. These lightweight brackets

meant the pile heads could be

terminated below the level of the

shallow slabs and yet still remain

hidden

The works were completed quickly and

efficiently, using lightweight hand-held

equipment and causing minimal

disturbance to the occupants as all work

was undertaken externally.  The porches

are fully stabilised and the Helifix micro-

pile system provided a rapid and reliable

solution.
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A semi-detached property, owned by

Ipswich Borough Council, was suffering

from extensive masonry cracking, both

internally and externally, and widespread

masonry failure. 

The kitchen, living room and three

bedrooms, as well as all three external

elevations, displayed a variety of cracks

from hairline up to 15mm wide.  Cracks

were present in walls, ceilings, chimney

stacks and at wall junctions with

distortions of door and window frames.

The cause of all these problems was

structural foundation movement to the

flank wall. Consequently, reliable

economical repairs were required to

restore structural integrity to the

superstructure while the foundations

also needed to be fully stabilised.

Client:

Ipswich Borough Council

Location:

Browning Road, Ipswich, Suffolk

Approved Installers: 

Charterbuild

Local authority
property in Suffolk

Helifix systems were specified for several

reasons: special purpose products were

available to undertake all the necessary

repairs, both above and below ground;

all repair techniques were fully proven;

the use of Dixie micro-piles avoided the

need for mass underpinning; pile

installation uses hand-held equipment

which enabled easy access for the

internal piles; the Helifix warranty

covered all aspects of the repairs.

The Hel i f i x
solut ion 

• The Helibeam System was installed

with double stainless steel HeliBars

bonded into mortar joints at six levels

around all three external elevations.

These stitched cracks, stabilised the

structure and formed deep masonry

beams which spread the loads and

restored integrity. Individual bonded

HeliBars were used internally and

externally to stitch cracks throughout

• DryFix remedial ties were installed

vertically into the brickwork to

reinstate the soldier course lintels.

BowTies were used to secure the flank

wall to internal floor joists and grouted

CemTies were installed to stitch

internal and party walls and secure

them to the external elevations

• 13 Helifix Dixie micro-piles were

installed to a depth of 6m, seven

externally supporting the flank wall and

front and rear corners with six more

internally supporting the cross wall and

the chimney breast. They were then

jacked up beneath the foundations to

the required loading

The works were completed quickly and

efficiently, stabilising the property and

restoring structural integrity.
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